Leaders of the pack
===============
1. The current Dalai Lama is the 14th to hold that title.  Of his 13 predecessors, 12 were born inside the borders of Tibet.  In what country was the fourth Dalai Lama born? 
2. In the Treaty of Saint-Clair-sur-Epte (911 AD), the Viking settlers in northern France were granted all the land between the river Epte and the sea.  Theis treaty was signed by the Viking leader Rollo and which French king?
3. An important political grouping during the French Revolution, this proto-party was a union of several factions including the Nationalists, the Jacobins and the Statists.  Led by Maximilien Robespierre, the group was the avowed opponent of the Girondins.  It was referred to by what name,  earned from the habit of its members choosing to sit on the highest benches in the Assembly?


Gulf in class
=========
1. Sharing its name with a port city on its northern shore, this gulf is located in the Arabian Sea between Yemen, on the south coast of the Arabian Peninsula, and Somalia in the Horn of Africa.  What is its name?
2. This body of water is a northern arm of the South China Sea and is defined in the west by the northern coastline of Vietnam, in the north by China's Guangxi province, and to the east by China's Leizhou Peninsula and Hainan Island.  Perhaps best known for an incident in August 1964, what is it called?
3. This wide embayment of the Mediterranean, including the coastline of Languedoc-Roussillon and Provence in France reaches from the border with Catalonia in the west to Toulon in the east.  What is its name?



Past masters
==========
1. This man is best known as the instigator of the nocturne, but there is evidence to suggest that this is a posthumous accolade.  Born in Dublin in 1782, he spent most of his life in Russia and indeed died there in 1837.  What is the name of this composer who is buried in Vvedenskoye Cemetery, Moscow?	
2. This American graphic designer and Academy Award winning filmmaker, is known for his design of film posters, corporate logos and, perhaps most of all, for motion picture title sequences including The Man with the Golden Arm, North by Northwest and Psycho.  What is his name? 
3. Considered one of the fathers of hydraulic engineering, this polymath invented the hydraulic press, a flushing toilet and a lock that remained unpicked (despite a prize of 200 guineas being offered to the first person to do so) from 1790 until 1851, 37 years after his death.  What is his name?


More than a game
==============
1. Upon learning that a theme park in Changsha, China had opened an unlicensed Angry Birds attraction, in 2012 Rovio Entertainment licensed what turned out to be the first of several official Angry Birds land - in an adventure park in what European country?
2. Described as the “national game of India”, this cross and circle board game has been adapted several times into new board games in the Western hemisphere, including games such as Sorry! and Ludo, to name just two?
3. Which two-time world wrestling champion (once WCW World Heavyweight Champion, once World Heavyweight Champion in WWE) murdered his wife and son on June 22, 2007, and subsequently hanged himself on June 24, 2007? 



Digestives
========
1. In September 2007, the French government announced its intent to enforce long ignored laws protecting which bird, a member of the bunting family Emberizidae, considered a delicacy in gastronomy? Traditionally eaten whole, it was part of former president François Mitterrand's last meal. 
2. The most acutely lethal toxin known, the substance known as Botox is commonly produced commercially for medical, cosmetic, and research use.  It  is a neurotoxic protein produced by which bacterium?
3. Occurring as a bile duct secretion of the intestines of the sperm whale, this solid, waxy, flammable substance of a dull grey or blackish colour was formerly highly valued by perfumers as a fixative.  This substance has also been used historically as a flavouring for food and is considered an aphrodisiac in some cultures.  What is it? 


Late greats
=========
1. Born November 1929, he died in November 1982, which English actor, television presenter and producer is best remembered for narrating The Magic Roundabout, which he adapted from the French original Le Manège Enchanté?
2. Living from 1927 to 2003 this American journalist was widely known for his sports writing and particularly for "participatory journalism" which included competing in professional sporting events (such as training with the Detroit Lions NFL team), acting in a Western, performing a comedy act at Caesars Palace in Las Vegas, and playing with the New York Philharmonic Orchestra.  What was his name?
3. Dying in 2002, at the age of 87, this man is considered one of the great American field collectors of folk music of the 20th century. Initially collaborating with his own father, he recorded thousands of songs and interviews for the Archive of American Folk Song at the Library of Congress on aluminum and acetate discs, including some of the earliest recordings of Woody Guthrie, Lead Belly, Muddy Waters and Jelly Roll Morton.  What was his name? 


Are you not entertained?
===================
1. This song was created by two men, Rolf Løvland and Brendan Graham, who between them have won the Eurovision Song Contest on four occasions. Originally recorded in 2002 by Brian Kennedy, it was at first only a minor hit.    Since then it is estimated it has been recorded by more than 100 artists, including Westlife who had a UK No. 1 with it in 2005.  Which song?	
2. Duncan Rouleau, Joe Casey, Joe Kelly and Steven T. Seagle make up which American writer collective best known for creating hit animation series Ben 10 and the comic on which the 2014 Oscar-winning film Big Hero 6 was based?	
3. Since this Australian dance music duo released their debut Sambanova in 1999, they have released four subsequent albums, the last being 2012’s Good Morning to the Night, a collaboration with Elton John which reached No 1 in the UK charts.  What is the name of this group made up of musicians Nick Littlemore and Peter Mayes?  


Name changers
============
1. Born Caroline van der Leeuw (in April 1981), this Dutch pop and jazz singer had a breakthrough with her 2009 single "A Night Like This".  In April 2013, her second studio album went to No. 1 in the UK album chart.  What is her stage name?
2. If you know your latin, you can probably work this one out.  What was the original name for that month in the Roman calendar which was subsequently renamed as Julius (and hence became July) after 44 BC?
3. The word for province in the Irish language is ‘cúige’, meaning fifths.  This stems from the fact that Ireland was, prior to the Norman invasion, made up of five provinces.  Now there are four (best known outside the country to followers of Rugby Union).  Whilst some of that former fifth province was subsumed into Ulster, the majority went to Leinster and a county in that province shares its name with the ancient province.  Which Irish county?



Women in Rock
============ 
1. Girl in a Band is a recently released memoir from the bassist, guitarist and vocalist with the rock group Sonic Youth. What is her name?
2. Which English vocalist, songwriter, and multi-instrumentalist first gained fame as the featured female vocalist on trip hop pioneer Tricky's debut album, before going on to release her own Mercury Prize-nominated album Quixotic in 2003.  In 2015 she appeared as lead vocalist on title track of The Prodigy's comeback album The Day is My Enemy. 
3. The Finnish symphonic metal band Nightwish's new album Endless Forms Most Beautiful is named for a Charles Darwin quote. It features the song The Eyes of Sharbat Gula. How is Sharbat Gula better known?


		
Women in Water
=============
1. Mark Spitz was the star of the Munich Olympics winning 7 gold medals. Which female swimmer won 5 medals at the Munich Olympics, 3 of them gold?
2. Dawn Fraser was the first swimmer to win the same individual swimming event at three Summer Olympics. Who was the next swimmer to achieve this feat?
3. Michael Phelps has won 22 Olympic medals, 18 of them gold. But which female swimmer puts him the shade with her haul of 55 Paralympic medals, 41 of them gold?

	

Start Ups
=======
1. What mythological term is used in the investment and venture capital industry to denote a start-up private company whose valuation has exceeded $1 billion dollars? Examples include companies such as Uber, Dropbox, Square, Cloudera and Pinterest.
2. Former employees of which company have since founded and developed many other technology companies, including Linked In, Yelp, Yammer, Ironport and You Tube amongst others. They are known as the X Mafia, where X is their former company.	
3. This private company, valued at over $15 billion dollars, was co-founded by Paypal co-founder Peter Thiel. The company is named after the seeing stones in JRR Tolkien's work. They deal with big data and data analysis. Their Gotham software is used by the US Department of Defense and their Metropolis software is used by financial service firms and hedge funds. Which company?	



Constant Craving
=============
1. Woody Harrelson's character, Tallahassee, in the film Zombieland has a craving for this product. This product was developed by the American James Dewar in the 1930s. Which product?
2. The Twinkie Defense was a termed coined during the murder trial of Dan White. The fact he had switched from eating healthy food to junk food such as twinkies due to his depression, was used to claim diminished responsibility. Can you name either of the men Dan White was accused of murdering?
3. Josh  Brolin played the role of Dan White in the film Milk. In which 2007 horror film did he play the role of nasty Dr. William Block, who  becomes a flesh-craving zombie?


	
Chair be Dragons
=============
1. Which designer made the Dragon Chair, which had been owned by Yves St Laurent and Pierre Berge, which broke records for a 20th-century decorative artwork when it sold at auction for over €21 million in 2009?
2. What alphanumeric name was given to the modernist villa she designed, built and furnished at Roquebrune-Cap-Martin in south-eatern France? She was aided by her then partner, the Romanian Jean Badovici. Her most well-known circular glass table design also shares this alphanumeric designation.
3. Her innovative Bibendum chair was named for the Michelin man character. Early adverts with this character had the slogan 'Nunc est Bibendum' (Now is the time to drink). This slogan comes from what classical work?

	
	

Maths
=====
1. His Grand Hotel paradox deals with properties of infinite sets. His curve is a continuous fractal space-filling curve. His problems listed 23 of the then most important, unsolved mathematical problems. Which German mathematician?
2. The GIMPS is a collaborative project of volunteers who use freely available software to search for these numbers. These numbers take the form of 2 to the power of n minus one. They are named after a French friar. Which numbers?
3. In 1897, which US state almost passed legislation, which contained a method for squaring the circle? It would have given the mathematical constant pi various incorrect values, such as 3.2 . Luckily a mathematical professor was visiting the statehouse when the bill was being debated, and managed to persuade the legislators to postpone the bill.	
	
	

UNESCO
=======
1. Which German city on the river Moselle is noted for the Porta Negra,the largest Roman city gate north of the Alps. Since 1986, it has been part of the UNESCO World Heritage Site in the city.
2. Which country's Arabian Oryx Sanctuary was the first site to be removed from UNESCO's World Heritage list. The delisting was done in accordance with the wishes of the government that reduced the sanctuary by 90 percent after oil had been found at the site.
3. Which country's UNESCO Intangible Cultural Heritage list includes the duduk ('DOO-DOOK')and its music, the preparation of Lavash bread and the performance of the national epic "Daredevils of Sassoun"?	


	
	
Dwarf Myth
=========
1. In the Niebelunglied, he is a dwarf who guards the treasure of the Niebelungen, who is overcome by Siegfried. At the start of Wagner's Ring cycle, he steals the Rheingold from the Rhine maidens. Who is he?
2. The matato'a or clan chief who found favour with Makemake, would get to assume what role? The role involved shaving one's head, and spending a year in seclusion at a ceremonial hut.	
3. In ancient Rome, the Cerealia was the major festival celebrated for the grain goddess Ceres. In what month did it take place?











ANSWERS

Leaders of the pack
===============
1. MONGOLIA
2. CHARLES III (also accept Charles the Simple)
3. THE MOUNTAIN (La Montagne)

Gulf in class
=========
1. GULF OF ADEN
2. GULF OF TONKIN
3. GULF OF LION (also Léon)

Past masters
==========
1. John FIELD
2. Saul BASS
3. Joseph BRAMAH


More than a game
==============
1. FINLAND (Särkänniemi in Tampere)
2. PACHISI
3. Chris BENOIT


Digestives
========
1. ORTOLAN (Ortolan Bunting)
2. (Clostridium) BOTULINUM
3. AMBERGRIS


Late greats
=========
1. Eric THOMPSON
2. George PLIMPTON
3. ALAN LOMAX (both needed)


Are you not entertained?
===================
1. YOU RAISE ME UP
2. MAN OF ACTION
3. PNAU


Name changers
============
1. CARO EMERALD
2. QUINTILIS (meaning fifth)
3. MEATH


Women in Water
=============
1. Shane GOULD
2. Krisztina EGERZEGI  (Fraser 100m Free 56-64, Egerzegi 200m Back 88-96)
3. Trischa ZORN


Name changers
============
1. Caro EMERALD
2. QUINTILIS (meaning fifth)
3. MEATH


Start Ups
=======
1. UNICORN (prompt on Decacorn)
2. PAYPAL
3. PALANTIR


Constant Craving
=============
1. TWINKIE (prompt on cream-filled sponge cake or snackcake)
2. Harvey MILK or Mayor George MOSCONE
3. PLANET TERROR (prompt on Grindhouse)


Chair be Dragons
=============
1. Eileen GRAY
2. E-1027
3. ODES (Horace's Odes, Book 1)


Maths
=====
1. David HILBERT
2. MERSENNE PRIMEs (Prompt on Prime Numbers or Mersenne Numbers)
3. INDIANA


UNESCO
=======
1. TRIER (also TREVES)
2. OMAN
3. ARMENIA


Dwarf Myth
=========
1. ALBERICH
2. BIRDMAN or TANGATA MANU
3. APRIL









SPARES
=======
1. Which singer/songwriter, born Roberta Lee Streeter, rose to international fame with her Southern Gothic narrative song ”Ode to Billie Joe" in 1967? 	BOBBIE GENTRY
2. In the traditional parlance of professional wrestling, a wrestler who is villainous or a "bad guy" (who is basically booked to be booed by fans) is referred to a a heel.  What term is used to describe the opposite to a heel, a wrestler who is heroic or a "good guy”, who is booked to be cheered by fans? 	A FACE
3. Neutral Milk Hotel's 1998 album In the Aeroplane over the Sea originally received mixed reviews. But many publications, including Rolling Stone and Pitchfork, now give it a classic rating. It is considered to be about which female writer?	Anne FRANK
4. Coming from the latin meaning “that which deserves the prize, superior, excellent”, what term is used for a record of a sportsperson’s achievements, primarily in cycling? 	PALMARÉS 
5. Founded in 2007, in which state is the Clericus Cup the highest attainable trophy for association football teams?	 	VATICAN CITY
6. Originating in the latin for “beyond”, what word is used to describe a fanatical cohort of sports fans, particularly those of football teams in Southern Europe and Latin America? 		ULTRÁS
7. The Brazilian Adriana Lima, has been one of the best paid models in the world for the last decade. With which company is she most closely associated, having worked with them since 2000? She has done a Superbowl ad for them, as well as an advert set in Venice, which featured Bob Dylan.	VICTORIA'S SECRET
8. This model had the maiden name Juba but for her professional name took the first two letters of her three given names. A photo of her with elephants by Richard Avedon has sold for over $1 million dollars, making it one of the 20 most expensives photographs ever sold. Her name?	DOVIMA (Dorothy Virginia Margaret Juba)
9. Actress Kerry Washington plays crisis management expert Olivia Pope in the tv show Scandal. Her character was voted one of the top ten best-dressed TV characters in 2013.  Who is the creator of the tv show Scandal?	Shonda RHIMES

